
Payments in real time are the current major topic in the payments sector. That is why the European 
payments sector is going through a phase of radical changes. Since the end of 2017 the first ready-
to-market solutions have existed, and by the end of 2019 a major part of the European institutions will 
offer instant payments.

Overview

Instant payments are being discussed worldwide and are 
one of the driving forces for innovative payment methods. 
The publication of the rules for SEPA Instant Credit Trans-
fers (SCTINST) in November 2016 was the start of the 
implementation period for unified and interoperable solu-
tions in the European Single Market. The first market-able 
systems started at the end of 2017.

The focus is on the following key aspects:

• System availability: 24/7/365
• Immediately available at the payment recipient
• Retail and P2P payments 
• Pan-European, interoperable standardisation 
• Clearing virtually in real time
• Single transactions instead of batch processing
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Instant Payments

Instant Payments

Definition

The ERPB defines instant payments as electronic retail 
payments that are available 24/7/365.

Instant payments enable a nearly immediate interbank 
clearing of transactions as well as the immediate crediting 
of the amount to the account of the payment recipient. 
This shall be true independent of the used payment meth-
od or the respective clearing and settlement agreement.

The new velocity of SEPA payments
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Procedure

For the creation of a comprehensive pan-European instant 
payments solution a rulebook for SEPA payments in real 
time was published. The first solutions based on this are al-
ready on the market and the coverage of instant payments 
keeps increasing. In addition, with the recent introduction 
of TIPS another clearing system has entered this market.

It is still uncertain whether instant payments will replace 
the classic credit transfers in the near future and become 
the standard for European payments. 

The existing interfaces will be overwhelmed by the 
in-creasing number of real-time payments. This may pres-
ent process risks and make extensions of existing process-
ing and other surrounding systems.

Challenges

The creation of new infrastructures for instant payments 
as well as an extensive adjustment of existing payment sys-
tems will have a serious impact on European payments:

• A guaranteed 24/7/365 availability requires compre-
hensive changes of the operational and organisational 
structure.

• In the medium term KYC and AML services must be 
enabled to perform analyses and make decisions 
virtually in real time.

• The involved banking processes must guarantee an 
interruption-free 24/7/365 operation

Key aspects

The requirements of real-time payments for the 
existing systems are high:

• Availability: 24/7/365

• High requirements for clearing and settlement

• High requirements for the performance of existing 
bank systems for the processing of real-time  
payments

• Processing based on single transactions instead of the 
previous batch processing

• Change of structural organisation for the guarantee 
of uninterrupted services

• Time to market is a critical factor.

 
The integration of existing systems into a standard-
ised framework will be one of the critical factors for 
success in the coming years.

Conclusions

Instant payments are here!

• Critical factor time to market

• High requirements for existing systems

• Implications for clearing & settlement

• Rethinking of existing business models and  
creation of new pricing structuresOutlook and use cases

Payments in real time facilitate new innovative products 
and services in the future. However, there aren’t any specific 
applications in the B2B and B2C area ready to be launched 
yet. Topics like instant cash management or payment on 
delivery allow for efficiency gains in B2B processes.

In the B2C area instant payments might replace the known 
business transactions, such as the claims settlement via 
cheque. This also requires a connection between the bank 
systems and the back-end systems of large corporate cus-
tomers.

Request to Pay (RtP)

Especially the integration of instant payments as a possi-
ble payment method alongside established procedures 
like credit cards, PayPal, direct debits, etc., will gain impor-
tance as part of the Request to Pay approach. This is the 
digital dispatch of payment requests by a creditor to the 
debtor, based on which the debtor settles the out-stand-
ing payment.

In November 2018 EBA Clearing has established an RtP 
taskforce for the elaboration of a unified ISO 20022 stand-
ard. The basis for this are instant payments and PSD2-rel-
evant ideas of open banking:

• XS2A as a possibility for triggering a payment

• Strong customer authentication for high security

• Instant payments for a fast payment execution and 
immediate notification of the payment recipient

The focus of RtP is primarily on B2C processes in e-com-
merce, but there is also more potential for B2B operations 
once the amount limit for instant payments increases. 

Advantages of a Request to Pay approach without media 
breaks are:

• Better use of existing secure payment infrastructure of 
financial and credit institutions

• Acceleration of E2E process results in quick processing 
of business transactions 

• Easier assignment of payments to the respective 
business, e.g. for purchases of goods in e-commerce

Services of PPI

• In-depth technical and business knowledge thanks to a 
team of more than 60 payments experts in Germany, 
France and Switzerland

• Strategic and business advice

• Technical concepts

• Product integration management 

• Project lead and project management

• Test management and implementation

• High level of competence in online banking solutions
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For questions and further information::

PPI Italia
Viale Famagosta, 75
IT-20142 Milano

Ivano Galluzzo
Sales Director & Strategic Alliances
+39 338 9391561
ivano.galluzzo@ppi-italia.it  

Sergio Bordoni
Managing Director
+39 335 8127856 
gian.sergio.bordoni@ppi-italia.it  
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